Religion & Race, Conference Commission on (CCORR)

Is there a reference in the DSC Journal?
- JRNL VOL 2: Rules A.IV.A.4.b.3).
- JRNL VOL 2: Rules A.IV.L.

Is there a reference in the Book of Discipline?
- 2016 Discipline ¶643

What is the purpose of your committee and how does it interface with the DSC Vision?
- 1) Examining expressions of ethnic, racial & cultural injustice within the conference (monitoring), setting goals for overcoming them, and intentionally measuring our progress.
- 2) Partnering with other committees toward honoring intentional diversity & equity
- 3) Responding to ways we can help create vital congregations that are an expression of cultural diversity.
- 2016 Discipline ¶643.3

Are there rules governing who and how one may join this committee?
- 2016 Discipline ¶643.2
- JRNL VOL 2: Rules A.IV.H.2: All Boards and Agencies will have terms of four years...
  Each new four-year term shall begin at the close of the Annual Conference electing those persons; quadrennial terms shall begin at the close of the Annual Conference session following the General Conference. Service of one-half term or more in filling a vacancy of other than annual term shall be considered as a full term. The terms of those elected from the Districts shall begin upon their election. Their terms shall continue until their successors are elected...Tenure on any Conference group shall be no more than two terms.